THE REVIEW offers one year's new subscription to the following standard periodicals at the prices quoted below. These rates are at 20 per cent discount.

- Electrical World - $2.00
- Engineering Record - $2.00
- Electrical Railway Journal - $2.00
- Electrochemical & Metallurgical Industry - $2.00
- Photo Era - $1.20

Help us and help yourselves. Write us at the "Cage" before you forget this offer.

THREE REQUIREMENTS FOR ALL STUDENTS

You need reliable, original and complete material for written or spoken work. You also need books and magazines as back number, or permanent position, which you should plan for now, before all the best openings are filled. Here is the way to get all three at a minimum of effort and expense.

WE ARE DEALERS IN FACTS

We furnish the best information obtainable on any subject in school, college, in business and public affairs. Our object is accurate, complete and to the point, carefully typewritten, promptly supplied, and arranged in suitable form, with outlines, bibliographies and full references. We not only have in our own force highly-trained investigators and specialists in various fields, knowing the men who know, and by means of this system of knowing "Who's Who for Efficiency," we can go straight to headquarters for authoritative information and expert advice.

Added to our large stock of information on hand and our means of obtaining authentic information, we have a highly efficient system of arranging and presenting our facts in a form that exactly meets individual requirements—that would exactly meet your needs.

We are especially strong in political science, economics, sociology, anthropology, fine arts, literature, applied science, commercial geography, travel and exploration, international law and diplomacy, history, foreign affairs, international commerce, financial and industrial conditions, and public problems and live questions of the day.

The cost is less than might be expected. Our charges for new and original material are at the rate of $20 for $50 worth of work, and $25 for $65 worth of work.

We also furnish the best information obtainable on any subject in school, college, or club, in business and public affairs. You also need books and magazines. And later a summer vacation must be planned for, with a summer course in business and public affairs. Or work is accurate, complete, and to the point, carefully typewritten, promptly supplied, and arranged in suitable form, with outlines, bibliographies, and full references. We have been in the business of "knowing the men who know" for over 50 years, and have made a business of "knowing the men who know." We furnish the best information obtainable on any subject in school, college, or club, in business and public affairs. Our object is accurate, complete and to the point, carefully typewritten, promptly supplied, and arranged in suitable form, with outlines, bibliographies, and full references. We have been in the business of "knowing the men who know" for over 50 years, and have made a business of "knowing the men who know." We furnish the best information obtainable on any subject in school, college, or club, in business and public affairs. Our object is accurate, complete and to the point, carefully typewritten, promptly supplied, and arranged in suitable form, with outlines, bibliographies, and full references. We have been in the business of "knowing the men who know" for over 50 years, and have made a business of "knowing the men who know."